Villains and Vigilantes Character Record Sheet

IDENTITY: SIDE: AGE:
NAME: SEX:
EXPERIENCE: LEVEL:
POWERS: TRAINING:

WEIGHT: BASIC HITS: AGILITY MOD.:
STRENGTH: ENDURANCE:
AGILITY: INTELLIGENCE:
CHARISMA: REACTIONS FROM: GOOD: EVIL:
HIT MOD. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) = HIT POINTS ( ):
DAMAGE MOD.: HEALING RATE:
ACCURACY: POWER ():
CARRYING CAPACITY: BASIC HTH DAMAGE:
MOVEMENT RATES:
DETECT HIDDEN: DETECT DANGER:
INVENTING POINTS: CASH: $
INVENTING ( %):
ORIGIN AND BACKGROUND:

LEGAL STATUS:
(SECURITY CLEARANCE = )
OTHER INFORMATION:
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